Use of mobile equipment has increased exponentially over the last decade. As use becomes more
widespread so too does the demand for new functionalities.The limited memory and computational
power of many mobile devices has proven to be
a challenge resulting in many innovative solutions
and a number of new standards. Despite this, there
is often a requirement for additional enhancement
to improve quality.
The focus of this thesis work has been to perform
enhancement within two different areas; audio or
speech encoding and video encoding/decoding.
The audio enhancement section of this thesis
addresses the well known problem in the GSM
system with an interfering signal generated by the
switching nature of TDMA cellular telephony. Two
different solutions are given to suppress such interference internally in the mobile handset. The

ﬁrst method involves the use of subtractive noise
cancellation employing correlators, the second
uses a structure of IIR noth ﬁlters. Both solutions
use control algorithms based on the state of the
communication between the mobile handset and
the base station.
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The video section of this thesis presents two
post-ﬁlters and one pre-ﬁlter. The two post-ﬁlters
are designed to improve visual quality of highly
compressed video streams from standard, blockbased video codecs by combating both blocking
and ringing artifacts. The second post-ﬁlter also
performs sharpening. The pre-ﬁlter is designed to
increase the coding efﬁciency of a standard block
based video codec. By introducing a pre-processing algorithm before the encoder, the amount
of camera disturbance and the complexity of the
sequence can be decreased, thereby increasing coding efﬁciency.
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Abstract
Use of mobile equipment has increased exponentially over the last decade.
As use becomes more widespread so too does the demand for new functionalities. The limited memory and computational power of many mobile devices
has proven to be a challenge resulting in many innovative solutions and a
number of new standards. Despite this, there is often a requirement for additional enhancement to improve quality.
The focus of this thesis work has been to perform enhancement within two
diﬀerent areas; audio or speech encoding and video encoding/decoding.
The audio enhancement section of this thesis addresses the well known problem in the GSM system with an interfering signal generated by the switching
nature of TDMA cellular telephony. Two diﬀerent solutions are given to suppress such interference internally in the mobile handset. The ﬁrst method
involves the use of subtractive noise cancellation employing correlators, the
second uses a structure of IIR noth ﬁlters. Both solutions use control algorithms based on the state of the communication between the mobile handset
and the base station.
The video section of this thesis presents two post-ﬁlters and one pre-ﬁlter. The
two post-ﬁlters are designed to improve visual quality of highly compressed
video streams from standard, block-based video codecs by combating both
blocking and ringing artifacts. The second post-ﬁlter also performs sharpening. The pre-ﬁlter is designed to increase the coding eﬃciency of a standard
block based video codec. By introducing a pre-processing algorithm before
the encoder, the amount of camera disturbance and the complexity of the
sequence can be decreased, thereby increasing coding eﬃciency.
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Preface
This licentiate thesis summarizes my work in the ﬁeld of audio and video
signal processing in mobile equipment. The work has been carried out at
the Department of Signal Processing at Blekinge Institute of Technology and
Ericsson Mobile Platforms AB. This thesis is comprised of ﬁve parts where
the ﬁrst two parts are in the ﬁeld of audio and the last three parts are in the
ﬁeld of video;

Part
I

GSM TDMA Frame Rate Internal Active Noise Cancellation.

II

Notch Filtering of Humming GSM Mobile Telephone Noise.

III

Adaptive De-Blocking De-Ringing Post Filter.

IV

Low-Complex Adaptive Post Filter for Enhancement of Coded Video.

V

Chrominance Controlled Video Pre-Filter for Increased Coding Eﬃciency.
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Introduction
During the last decade the growth of the mobile industry has been enormous. During this year, 2006, the number of mobile phone subscribers worldwide will pass 2.5 billion and the total sales will approach 950 million. In
addition, advancements in mobile technology continues, both with regard to
radio communication methods and the enternal technology itself.
Radio communication and speech coding were previously the two main technical areas within mobile phone development. Contemporary mobile phones,
however, are integrated with a great number of diﬀerent technologies, for instance: radio and data communications, speech and audio coding, graphics,
gaming, imaging, video coding etc. In this short introduction an overview of
two technologies are given, namely speech coding and transmission in GSM
networks and video coding.
Speech Coding and Transmission in the GSM networks
In the digital wire-line telecommunication system the analog speech signal is
encoded by sampling and quantization which divide the signal into discrete
time and levels. This is simple and suﬃciently eﬀective for the wire-line system. In most digital speech encoders the speech signal is sampled at 8kHz
resulting in a bandwidth of approximately 3400 Hz. However, mobile phones
require a more eﬀective encoder, since the transmission bandwidth is limited.
In the 2nd generation cellular phone system GSM (Global System of Mobile communication), the ﬁrst introduced speech codec (enCOder/DECoder)
was a Regular Pulse Excitation with Long-Term Prediction (RPE-LTP). This
speech codec, called GSM full rate [1], uses a speech producing model, consisting of spectral shape coding, excitation signal coding, and residual error
coding. The speech producing model is created as a model of the human
speech mechanism from the lungs, through the the vocal tract, including glottis and tongue, and the radiation of the lips. Since the speech organs usually
change slowly, it is approximated that the ﬁlter parameters representing the
speech organs are constant for 20 ms. Therefore, the speech codec processes
frames of 20 ms at the time. Speech is acquired by the microphone and digitalized, with a sampling rate of 8kHz and 13 bits quantization. This means
that 160 samples buﬀered to represent 20 ms. These samples are sent to the
speech encoder, which compresses every frame of 160 samples to 260 bits.
This will then be transmitted over the radio interface.
In the GSM system the transmission is performed on chunks of data, bursts.
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The sharing of the radio spectrum between several uses, multiple access, is a
mixed Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA) and Frequency Division Multiple Access (FDMA) system. The modulation used is Guassian Minimum
Shift Keying (GMSK). In the mixed TDMA and FDMA system the bursts
(148 bits for a normal burst) are sent at a speciﬁc instant of time, time slot,
where one time slot has a duration of 3/5200 seconds (≈577μs) with a speciﬁc frequency. Time slots are organized in a cyclic fashion, in which the
cycle can diﬀer with diﬀerent usage of the radio channel (data transport or
signaling), as illustrated in Fig. 1. Eight time slots form a TDMA frame
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Figure 1: The speech transmission model.
(120/26 or 4.615 ms). The time slots within a TDMA frame are numbered
from 0 to 7, and a particular time slot is referred to by its Time slot Number (TN). The TDMA frames are then numbered by a Frame Number (FN).
There are two types of multiframes: a 26-multiframe (120 ms), consisting of
26 TDMA frames, used to support traﬃc and associated control channels,
and a 51-multiframe (3060/13 ms), consisting of 51 TDMA frames, used to
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support broadcast, common control and stand alone dedicated control (and
their associated control) channels. A superframe is formed by 26 × 51 TDMA
frames, and 26 × 51 × 2048 − 1 = 2715647 TDMS frames forms a hyperframe
(which is the longest cycle).
Since the standardization of the GSM full rate, several speech codecs have
been adapted to the GSM speciﬁcation; GSM Half rate [2] which doubles the
capacity of the GSM system, GSM Enhanced Full Rate [3] with improved
sound quality, Adaptive Multi Rate (AMR) [4] where an adaptation of the
speech coding is performed based on the radio channel quality (also an improved sound quality), and Wide Band AMR (WB-AMR) [5] with a sampling
rate of 16 kHz resulting in a bandwidth from 50Hz to 7kHz.
Video Coding
There have been many cases in which digital video technology has been applied
to mobile phones over the last few years. Some examples of these applications
include video recording, the playing of video ﬁles, video telephony and video
streaming. The technology itself is relatively new and has only been marketed
in a wide range of applications over the last two decades. Mobile equipment
has also put new requirements on the digital video codecs, which have only
limited computational power and memory as well as the limited bandwidth
when radio transmission is requested. To meet this requirement the 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP), standardizing the 3rd generation cellular
phone system, has adapted three diﬀerent codecs; H.263 [6], MPEG-4 Visual
Simple Proﬁle [7], and H.264 [8] also called MPEG-4 Part 10 [9].
A digital video sequence is generated when a series of images or frames of a
real scene are sampled both in time or temporally, and spatially. This results
in a large amount of data if no further compression is made. Three fundamental steps are performed to increase the compression for a video sequence.
The ﬁrst step, performed before a frame is processed, is a color conversion
from RGB to YCbCr, where Y is the luminance component and Cb and Cr
represent color, or chrominance, diﬀerence for blue and red. Also, due to
the fact that the human visual system is more sensitive to luminance than
to color, the colors are represented with lower resolution. The second step is
to exploit the high redundancy, correlation, between successive frames. The
most common way to accomplish this is to use a similar principle to DPCM
(Diﬀerential Pulse Code Modulation) where each sample or pixel is predicted
from previous transmitted samples. This is achieved by calculating the difference between the actual pixel with the the adjacent pixels in a previous
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frame and transmit this diﬀerence to the receiver. According to the typically
temporal correlation this diﬀerence or prediction error will be small and have
less energy to code. However, since the video scene most often includes motion, the DPCM is improved to compensate for this motion by translating or
warping the samples of the previous frame to minimize the prediction error.
The third step to increase compression involves exploting the spatial redundancy, or high correlation, between pixels in the diﬀerence frame. The aim of
the transform is to reduce this correlation by transforming the samples into
visually signiﬁcant transform coeﬃcients and a large number of insigniﬁcant
transform coeﬃcients which can be discarded without decrease of the visual
quality. In video context the second part where the temporal correlation is
exploited the resulting frames are called Inter frames, denoted P. In the third
part where spatial correlation is exploited, the resulting frames are called Intra
frames, denoted I. In the intra frame, I, no prediction from a previous frame,
DPCM, is performed. All the video codecs adapted in the 3GPP standard
are based on this concept which is often referred to as a hybrid Intra/Inter
coding method.
For both the temporal and the spatial compression the frame is subdivided
into smaller units before processing. Fig. 2 shows a scheme of the basic layers
into which the frame is divided. The smallest units are blocks deﬁned as a
set of 8 × 8 pixels. As stated before, the chrominance has lower resolution
and thereby each chrominance block corresponds to four luminance blocks
and forms a Macro Block (MB). An integer number of MBs forms a Group Of
Blocks (GOB) if the size and layout is ﬁxed by a standard, or a slice (which
does not have a ﬁxed layout). GOBs are not used in H.263 or H.264. A
number of GOBs or slices forms an I or P frame.
A block diagram of a block-based hybrid Intra/Inter video codec is illustrated
in Fig. 3. All standards adapted in 3GPP basically follow this scheme whereby
the diﬀerent blocks are:
- ME (Motion Estimation): The block based ME compares a block
in the current frame with blocks from the previous reconstructed frame
to ﬁnd the best match, i.e. minimize the residual. The residual is
calculated by subtraction with the original block after reconstruction
by the MC.
- MC (Motion Compensation): The results from motion estimation
are used to reconstruct the current block from a block from the previous
frame.
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Figure 2: A scheme over the basic layers in the video data stream.
- T (Transform): The most popular block-based transform is the Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT), which has low memory and computational requirements. Also, since it is block-based, it is well suited
for block-based motion estimation. The transform is performed on the
residual or an original block.
- Q (Quantization): The quantization is a lossy compression that reduces the amount of transform coeﬃcients and lowers the precision.
Thus, it decides the amount of compression required.
- Memory: The memory stores previously reconstructed frames for motion estimation/compensation.
- Entropy coding: The entropy coding algorithm is a lossless compression applied to meta data, as transform coeﬃcients and motion vectors,
to reduce the bitstream.
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Figure 3: A block diagram of a standard block based video coder.

In mobile equipment there is often a requirement for high compression of
video sequences both, in order to meet the limited radio band width and the
limited computational power. To meet these requirements the sequence has
to be highly compressed. Thus, a high quantization is needed. When this
is performed with a block-based hybrid Intra/Inter codec the video codec introduces artefacts. Two of the main artifacts are blocking and ringing. The
blocking artifact is seen as an unnatural discontinuity between pixel values of
neighboring blocking. The ringing artifact is seen as high frequency irregularities around the image edges. There are two main procedures to minimize
these eﬀects; to detect and compensate for it after the decoder using a postﬁlter, or to make it easier for the encoder by applying a pre-ﬁlter before the
encoder, thereby reducing the amount of high frequency variations in a controlled fashion.
This licentiate thesis focuses on enhancement of both encoding of audio signals and decoding and encoding of video data in mobile equipment. The ﬁrst
two parts are audio related and the last three are video related. Part I and
Part II describe two diﬀerent software solutions to suppress the interfering
signal generated by the switching nature of TDMA cellular telephony. The
interfering signal is speech coded together with the speech signal and trans-
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mitted to the receiver. Due to the humming sound of the interfering signal it
is commonly denoted the Bumblebee. Part III presents a post ﬁlter designed
to improve visual quality of highly compressed video streams from standard
block based video codecs by combating both blocking and ringing artifacts.
Part IV improves on Part III by enhancing the sharpness of decoded video.
Part V presents a pre-ﬁlter that increases the coding eﬃciency for a standard,
block-based video codecs.
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Introduction

PART I - GSM TDMA Frame Rate Internal Active Noise Cancellation
This section describes two diﬀerent software solutions designed to suppress
the interfering signal generated by the switching nature of TDMA cellular
telephony, where the radio circuits are switched on and oﬀ. The interfering
signal is transmitted with the speech signal to the receiver. Due to the humming sound of the interfering signal, it is commonly denoted the Bumblebee.
Methods include Notch Filtering, which is multiplicative in frequency, and
subtractive Noise Cancellation, which is an alternative method employing
correlators. The fundamental switching rate is approximately 217 Hz. Since
the frequency components of the disturbing periodic humming noise are crystal generated and accurately known, it is possible to estimate the cosine- and
the sine- parts of these with correlators. This is done by correlating the microphone signal with sinusoids with the same crystal generated frequencies as
the disturbing frequencies. By generating the cosine- and sine- signals with
correct signed amplitudes and then subtracting these from the microphone
signal, the humming ”Bumblebee” is almost perfectly suppressed in the microphone signal.

PART II - Notch Filtering of humming GSM
mobile telephone noise
Part II proposes an alterative solution to the problem of an interfering signal
generated by the switching nature of TDMA cellular telephony (addressed
in Part I). This section proposes a dual cascaded notch ﬁlter solution, using
internal knowledge of the GSM transmission pattern and transmitter state to
suppress the interfering signal, the Bumblebee.
The basic idea is to use two notch ﬁlters, whereby one of the ﬁlters has a
slightly larger notch-bandwidth. The ﬁrst ﬁlter is only used to insert the
distortion during the idle slot, which is the problem with a single notch ﬁlter
since it consists of poles (autoregressive), which give feedback of the output
signal continuously. These samples are then used to replace the samples in
the original signal during the idle slot. The idle slot is located by using
internal knowledge of the GSM transmission pattern and transmitter state.
This results in the presence of the bumblebee signal during the idle slot. It
therefore follows that the signal is periodic with the TDMA frame rate. The
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second ﬁlter is then used to notch the new signal with the periodic bumblebee.
The reason for the diﬀerence in bandwidth is to make sure that we do not
add any distorsion that is not suppressed.

PART III - Adaptive De-Blocking De-Ringing
Post Filter
In Part III proposes an adaptive de-blocking and de-ringing post ﬁlter. This
post ﬁlter is designed to improve visual quality of highly compressed video
streams from standard, block-based video codecs by combating both de-blocking
and de-ringing artifacts. The proposed solution is designed with consideration
of Mobile Equipment with limited computational power and memory. Also,
the solution is computationally scalable if there is limited CPU resources in
diﬀerent user cases. A block diagram of the adaptive ﬁlter is shown in Fig. 4.
In this ﬁgure an input stream of pixel data is provided to a switch that directs
the input pixels to either the output of the ﬁlter or to a delay element and a
reference ﬁlter. The reference ﬁlter has coeﬃcients that determine the ﬁltering
function, and these coeﬃcients are selectively modiﬁed by the weight generator. The output of the reference ﬁlter is provided to an adder that combines
the output with the delayed input produced by the delay element, thereby
generating the output of the adaptive ﬁlter. The weight generator handles
the adaptive part of the ﬁlter. It is divided into three main parts; the address
tables with additional data, the address generator, and modifying tables with
switch and additional data. Part III has been veriﬁed by implementation in
real mobile equipment.

PART IV - Low-Complex Adaptive Post Filter
for Enhancement of Coded Video
In Part IV presents an adaptive ﬁlter that removes blocking and ringing artifacts and also enhances the sharpness of decoded video. Loss of sharpness may
occur when zeroing high-frequency DCT coeﬃcients in the encoder. This is a
further development of Part III using the same ﬁlter structure, showed in Fig.
4, but updating the modiﬁcation of the reference ﬁlter. Thus, the resulting
ﬁlter characteristics can not only vary from strong low-pass ﬁltering when the
reference ﬁlter output magnitude is small, to weak low-pass ﬁltering. In this
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Figure 4: A block diagram of the adaptive ﬁlter.
design the resulting ﬁlter characteristics can also vary from weak high-pass
ﬁltering, to strong high-pass ﬁltering when the reference ﬁlter output magnitude is relatively larger. Weak or all-pass ﬁltering is implemented when the
reference ﬁlter output magnitude is large as in Part III. In consequence, the
proposed ﬁlter can achieve low-pass ﬁltering as well as sharpening, depending
on location in the frame and the amount of compression.
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PART V - Chrominance Controlled Video PreFilter for Increased Coding Eﬃciency
This section presents an adaptive pre-ﬁlter for increasing the coding eﬃciency
of standard block based video codecs by decreasing the amount of camera
disturbance and the complexity of the sequence. The main idea behind the
proposed algorithm is to use the chrominance data to decide the strength
and amount of ﬁltering. This is achieved by estimating the local variation
in the chrominance. It is possible to control the amount of data ﬁltered by
deciding upon a threshold for the variation in range between highest and
lowest calculated variation for the processed frame. In this range the strength
of the low-pass ﬁlter is increased with lower variation, in N steps. Since the
frame can contain areas where there are no chrominance, e.g. black and white
text, the algorithm also considers the variation of the luminance.
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GSM TDMA Frame Rate
Internal Active Noise Cancellation
Andreas Rossholm and Ingvar Claesson
Abstract
A common problem in the world’s most widespread cellular telephone system, the GSM system, is the interfering signal generated by
the switching nature of TDMA cellular telephony in handheld and other
terminals. Signals are sent in chunks of data, speech frames, equivalent
to 160 samples of data corresponding to 20 ms at 8 kHz sampling rate.
This paper describes a study of two diﬀerent software solutions designed to suppress such interference internally in the mobile handset.
The methods are Notch Filtering, which is multiplicative in frequency,
and subtractive Noise Cancellation, which is an alternative method employing correlators. The latter solution is a straigt-forward, although
somewhat unorthodox, application of ”in-wire” active noise control.
Since subtraction is performed directly in the time domain, and we
have access to the state of the mobile, it is also possible to consider a
recurring pause in the interference caused by the idle frame in the transmission, when the mobile listens to other base stations communicating.
More complex control algorithms, based on the state of the communication between the handset and the base station, can be utilized.
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Introduction

In GSM mobile telephony it is a common problem that an interfering signal is
introduced into the microphone signal when the mobile is transmitting. This
interfering signal is transmitted along with the speech signal to the receiver.
Due to the humming sound of the interfering signal it is commonly denoted
the Bumblebee.
Since interleaving of data is utilized and since control data transmission is
also necessary, the connection between transmitter/receiver frames and speech
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Part I

frames is somewhat complicated. Data from a speech frame of 20 ms is sent
in several bursts, each occupying 1/8 of a transmitting frame. The radio
circuits are switched on and oﬀ with the radio access rate frequency. An
electromagnetic ﬁeld pulsating with this frequency and its harmonics disturbs
its own microphone signal, as well as electronic equipment in the vicinity,
producing in some cases annoying periodic humming noise in the uplink speech
from the handset to the base station.
The Bumblebee is generated by the switching nature of TDMA cellular
telephony, where the radio circuits are switched on and oﬀ. During the time
the radio is switched on, denoted a time slot, the mobile transmits its information by sending electromagnetic impulses. These impulses are induced in
the microphone path and generate interference, which consists of the fundamental frequency and its harmonics. The fundamental switching rate is approximately 217 Hz, more speciﬁcally, 5200/(3 · 8)Hz, according to the GSM
standard [1].
Since the frequency components of the disturbing periodic humming noise
are crystal generated and accurately known, it is possible to estimate the
cosine- and the sine- parts of these with correlators. This is easily done
by correlating the microphone signal with sinusoids having the same crystal
generated frequencies as the disturbing frequencies. By generating the cosineand sine- signals with correct signed amplitudes and then subtracting these
from the microphone signal, the humming ”Bumblebee” is almost perfectly
suppressed in the microphone signal. This is a classical example where in-wire
subtractive active noise control is beneﬁcial [2, 3]
Depending on the power level the mobile telephone is transmitting, how
it is held and if one uses portable hands-free equipment or not, the amplitudes and phases of the fundamental and its harmonics will vary. When the
mobile changes time slot, i.e. during a hand-over between base stations, the
amplitudes and phases will also change abruptly.
Earlier solutions of this problem have utilized diﬀerent hardware constructions, i.e., better placement of the components, usage of special electronics and
microphones, reconstruction of analog parts, etc. However, this is expensive,
time absorbing and becomes increasingly harder when the mobiles constantly
shrinks in size, thus causing the microphone to be situated closer to the transmitting antenna.
The solution to the problem presented in this paper makes use of the fact
that the disturbance, after a Fourier series expansion, can be accurately described by a sum of sinusoids with well-deﬁned frequencies. Two time domain
software solutions to attenuate these frequency components of the digitized
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microphone signal directly in the base band, syncronized correlators and notch
ﬁltering, are evaluated.
The best results were achieved by estimating the amount of the diﬀerent
sinusoids with correlators, and then subtract these sinusoidal estimates from
the microphone signal, as opposed to conventional notch ﬁltering. This is
an illustrative example of an application where subtraction of disturbances,
typical for Active Noise Control [2, 4], is suitable.

2

Problem background and Signal Model

The humming ”Bumblebee” disturbance is a result of the transmitting technique used in GSM, Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA). The handheld
mobile, formally denoted the Mobile Equipment (ME), sends information during the time slot that it is assigned. Eight time slots make one TDMA-frame,
in which the time slots are numbered 0−7. A mobile uses the same time slot in
every TDMA-frame until the network orders it to another time slot, i.e. when
the traﬃc is rerouted via another base station, a handover. The duration of
a time slot is 3/5200 seconds, and the period time of the TDMA-frames is
8 · 3/5200 seconds. During the assigned time slot the mobile transmits its information by sending electromagnetic bursts. These are induced in the analog
microphone path and produce an annoying periodic interference in the uplink
speech. The fundamental frequency is 1/(8 · (3/5200)) ≈ 217 Hz in Full Rate
(FR).
There is another case that is not so common but still worth mentioning,
Half Rate transmission (HR), where the radio access pattern diﬀers considerably from FR. This communication scheme oﬀers cheaper traﬃc with slightly
decreased speech quality, but approximately twice as many connections in the
ideal case. The period of the interference in this case is 1/(8·2·(3/5200)) ≈ 108
Hz, which is half the frequency of the FR, since the mobile is only transmitting
during every other time slot.
Some mobile networks supports a feature denoted Discontinuous Transmission (DTX), which is a mechanism allowing the radio transmitter to be
switched oﬀ most of the time during speech pauses. During these pauses
the background noise is averaged and only Silent Descriptor (SID) frames
are transmitted to the receiver. A SID frames contains hereby no disturbing frequencies, and consequently, the algorithm is not allowed to run during
DTX.
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2.1

Part I

Analysis of the Bumblebee

A typical recorded disturbed signal from a silent room can be seen in Fig.
1. The interfering signal is periodic but somewhat complicated since, in the
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Figure 1: Interfering signal at the microphone A/D converter recorded in a
silent room with no speech.
case of FR, there is no transmission when the mobile is listening to other
base stations. Such silent frames occur once every 26 TDMA-frames and are
denoted idle frames. Idle frames are illustrated in Fig. 2-3.
In the HR case the disturbance pattern is even more complex, but we
refrain from detailed analysis here. We observe that since the state of the
communication between the mobile and base station is known, suﬃcient information to ascertain whether estimation and/or cancellation should take
place or not is always at hand.
The simple radio access pattern for Full Rate (FR) as well as the more
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Figure 2: Pattern for interfering signal recorded in a silent room, Full Rate.
complex pattern for an even Half Rate (HR) channel can also be seen in Fig.
2 and 3 respectively.
Obviously, the idle frame should be considered when eliminating interference. Since the disturbance is periodic, it can be viewed as a Fourier series
expansion
K

Ck sin (2πk(f0 /fs )n + θk )
(1)
xp (n) =
k=1

where K denotes the number of tones (fundamental plus harmonics), fs is the
sample frequency, and f0 represents the frequency of the fundamental tone.
The number of tonal components K that are needed to represent the disturbance are limited by the sampling rate of the signal, which is 8 kHz. Consequently, the interfering signal after sampling will only consist of frequencies
below 4 kHz since aliasing is carefully avoided in the mobile. Further ﬁlters
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Figure 3: Pattern for interfering signal recorded in a silent room, Half Rate.
connected to the A/D conversion and the speech coder also band limit all
signals, including Bumblebee disturbance, to approximately 300 − 3400 Hz.
Hence, the fundamental tone and the 15:Th harmonic will be slightly attenuated, see Fig. 4. A similar Fourier series expansion can of course be carried
out for the HR case but the details are omitted in this paper. However, we
observe that in this case the fundamental frequency, f0 , equals half the fundamental frequency in the full rate case. Hence, almost the double amount of
harmonics is needed within the telephone frequency range to represent the disturbance. A comprehensive description illustrating the transmission patterns
for both full rate and half rate transmission are given in Fig. 5.
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Figure 4: Spectrum of periodic ”Bumblebee” disturbance in random noise background.

3

Solution proposals

Two diﬀerent methods to eliminate the Bumblebee disturbance are proposed,
both working in the time domain.
These methods are Linear Time-Invariant Notch ﬁlters, which work on a
sample-by-sample basis, and Noise Canceling Correlators, which work framewise on 160 samples in each time slot of 20 ms duration, i.e. the standardized
slot duration in GSM at 8 kHz sampling rate.

3.1

Notch ﬁlters

A notch ﬁlter consists of a number of deep notches, or ideally nulls, in its
frequency response, see Fig. 6. Such a ﬁlter is useful when speciﬁc frequency
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Figure 5: Transmission patterns in GSM full-rate and half-rate. TCH denotes
Traﬃc Channel, and SACCH Slow Associated Control Channel.
components of known frequencies must be eliminated [5, 6]. To eliminate the
frequencies at ωn , n = [1, . . . , N ], pairs of complex-conjugated zeros are placed
on the unit circle at the angles ωn
zn1,2 = rb e±jωn ,

rb = 1

(2)

This results in a crude FIR notch ﬁlter with the system function
H(z) = B(z) = bo

N


(1 − rb ejωn z −1 )(1 − rb e−jωn z −1 ).

(3)

n=1

The b0 constant is chosen as
1
b0 = N

n=1 bn

(4)

to normalize the gain. To control the bandwidth of the FIR notches, poles are
placed at the same angle as the zeros but with a slightly smaller magnitude.
The positions of the poles are thus
pn1,2 = ra e±jωn ,

0  ra < rb .

(5)

Consequently, the system function of the resulting notch ﬁlter is
H(z) =

N

(1 − rb ejωn z −1 )(1 − rb e−jωn z −1 )
B(z)
= bo
A(z)
(1 − ra ejωn z −1 )(1 − ra e−jωn z −1 )
n=1

(6)
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Figure 6: Frequency response of an FIR notch ﬁlter with rb = 1, N = 16 and
ωn = n · 2π · (5200/(8 · 3))

where

N
an
b0 = n=1
N
n=1 bn

(7)

The frequency response of the ﬁlter in Equation (6) is plotted in Fig. 6.
However, even sharp IIR notch ﬁlters have a non-negligible bandwidth, which
leads to signal attenuation at frequencies also in the vicinity of the notches.
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3.2

Part I

Orthogonal Correlators or Length-480 FFT Coeﬃcients

Any band-limited periodic signal can be represented by a ﬁnite sum of sinusoids. Since we have periodic disturbance xp (n) superimposed on aperiodic
speech w(n), the model assumption for the input signal is given by
x(n) = xp (n) + w(n) =

K


Ck sin(nkω0 + θk ) + w(n)

(8)

k=1

or alternatively
x(n) =

K


Rk cos(2πfk n) + Ik sin(2πfk n) + w(n)

(9)

k=1

where fk = k·f0 and f0 is the fundamental frequency of the disturbance. Since
the disturbance frequencies are known, only the coeﬃcients of the cosine- and
sine- parts, Rk and Ik , need to be estimated.
The Maximum Likelihood (ML) estimate of known sinusoids in white noise
background is given by correlation or matched ﬁltering. This is equivalent, in
our situation, to ﬁnding the Fourier Expansion coeﬃcients, or in the discretetime case, the FFT coeﬃcients at the exact frequencies where the periodic
disturbances are. Even if speech cannot be regarded as a white disturbance, it
is still an attractive Least Squares (LS) solution to correlate out the sinusoidals
[7]- [9].
In order to inherently achieve unbiased LS estimates, correlation can be
made over a whole number of periods for each sinusoidal. This corresponds
to that each disturbing frequency is situated exactly at an FFT bin. This
is achieved if correlation (FFT bin calculation) is made over 480 samples (3
frames) in the full-rate situation, and 960 samples (6 frames) in the half-rate
case. Performing a pruned FFT with lengths of other lengths than factors
of 2:s (2M ), in this case N=480 or N=960 is certainly not straightforward.
Neither is it desirable in the present context, since we are only interested in
the FFT bins where the periodic disturbance is present, typically only in 16
of the bins. Hence, an FFT is not the most eﬃcient way to calculate the
correlations in this case.
A sinusoidal correlator estimator consists mainly of a bank of dual productadders, one for each frequency, one for each cosine- and sine part, in total
2 ∗ K (K = 16) correlators of length N=480 in the full-rate case. This makes
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it easy to estimate and compensate the Bumblebee disturbance in “real time”,
frame by frame, by adding the correlation contribution of the most recent 160
samples, the present frame, and subtracting the correlation contribution of
the 160 samples (3 frames back) in the frame leaving the estimation interval,
i.e. the most recent 480 samples. To do this, the cosine- and sine- parts of
the diﬀerent frequencies are estimated by correlation in accordance with Fig
7, yielding the estimates R̂k and Iˆk , respectively in the two branches. These

×
x(n)
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Squarer
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N −1



N −1
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√

Ĉk
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arg(Rk +jIk )
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Figure 7: Sinusoidal estimation with correlators
signals are then subtracted from the input signal yielding
y(k) = x(k) −

K


R̂k sin(2πfk n) + Iˆk sin(2πfk n)

(10)

k=1

If the amplitude and phase are required instead, we proceed by

(R̂k cos(θ))2 + (Iˆk sin(θ))2 = Ĉk

(11)

and the corresponding phase estimate of θk by calculating the four-quadrant
angle


(12)
θ̂k = arg R̂k , Iˆk .
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3.3

Part I

Implementation Aspects

This estimation is carried out block-wise using correlators. The amount of
data in each block that is used for the estimation should preferably be done
over an integer number of fundamental periods in order to avoid bias from
incomplete periods. For the fundamental tone, which has the lowest frequency
and thus requires most samples, we need 480 samples to fulﬁll the requirement
in the FR case. This is easily derived, since the frequency of the fundamental
tone is 1/(8 · (3/5200) · 8000), and the sample rate is 8 kHz. This gives
to f0 /fs = 13/480 implying that 480 samples are needed to represent an
integer number (13) of the fundamental periods with an integer number (3)
of slots of 160 samples. In other words, to fulﬁll the biasfree requirement of
whole periods, 13 fundamental periods are required which gives the block size
480, which is also the equivalent of 3 GSM frames, each with 160 samples.
Since the length is given by 480 samples and only 16 tonal components are
to be calculated, the is no need to use FFT algorithms. Instead, a more
straightforward route is taken.
In discrete time, we simply correlate the received signal with the 16*2
basis functions of the correlators (cosines and sines) in order to obtain the
coeﬃcients for the cosines and sines. These estimates are subsequently used
as coeﬃcients for the amount each sinusoid should be subtracted from the
received signal.
If estimation is performed during speech, the estimate of the Bumblebee
disturbance will be incorrect, since the speech contains high energy at the
same frequencies as the disturbance. This problem is solved by only making estimates during speech pauses, a Voice Activity Detector (VAD) is thus
required. Fortunately, the mobile is already equipped with a VAD, which
therefore can be easily utilized, see Fig. 8.
The VAD information is further elaborated on for several GSM frames,
since a VAD algorithm works on 160-sample frames. A ﬂag is set to one if
speech is present. To consider the present frame as non-speech ,the three most
recent frames (480 samples) and the following frame must all have VAD=0.
The reason for this is that even if VAD=0 for the past three frames, it is wise
to check the following frame (n), since there may be the beginning of speech
at the end of the present, most recent tentative estimation frame (n-1) which
otherwise would destroy the estimation. As a result, the correlation estimate
will be one frame older (delayed), but this is still a better solution. If the VAD
conditions are not fulﬁlled, it is often much better to keep an old estimate
than an erroneous one partially disturbed by speech, since the coeﬃcients of
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the cosines and sines normally only varies slowly during operation.
More important to observe is that the speech will not be delayed. To
avoid any signal delay of the speech we only estimate/correlate sinusoids on
the three previous GSM frames, with delayed samples, though the subtraction
is performed on the present GSM frame, see Fig. 8. The idle and silent states
Subtraction

Estimation

n−4

n−3

n−2

n−1

n

VAD=0

Delay [ms]

60

40

20

0

Figure 8: Estimation and subtraction when the VAD algorithm is used
should also be considered. This is done by inhibiting disturbance subtraction
during idle mode and preventing from estimation/correlation during silent
frames. Since the transmission state is locally known in the mobile as well
as the structure of the frames, Fig. 5, these states are easily handled in a
software implementation.

4

Cancellation results on recorded signals

The problem with the Bumblebee distubance is not just to eliminate it, but
to do so without impairing speech quality. The following analysis is based on
data recorded from the Digital Audio Interface (DAI) in an Ericsson mobile.
The DAI is the interface after the A/D-converter where the signal is Pulse
Code Modulated. This is the signal that enters the DSP, which is processed
by the algorithm.
The frequencies that will be attenuated in the tests are: k · ω0 , k =
[1, . . . , 16] and ω0 is the fundamental tone of the Bumblebee disturbance,
5200/(8 · 3) Hz. With K = 16, the fundamental tone and 15 of its harmonics
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Part I

will be eliminated. This will span a range up to 3467 Hz which covers the
frequency range of the telephone frequency range.

4.1

Notch ﬁlter

Since the frequencies which constitute the Bumblebee are well deﬁned, we
ﬁrst apply a notch ﬁlter directly in the signal path to reduce the interference.
4.1.1

Implementation

The notches are made as deep as possible, so that ideally the frequencies in
question are totally eliminated. This results in the following system function:
16
16

(1 − rb ejkω0 z −1 )(1 − rb e−jkω0 z −1 )
B(z)
k=1 ak
= 16
H(z) =
A(z)
(1 − ra ejkω0 z −1 )(1 − ra e−jkω0 z −1 )
k=1 bk

(13)

k=1

The calculations are made recursively on the whole data set. This will result
in a convergence period at the start up and also when a handover between
base stations occurs. Unfortunately, the notch ﬁlter is active also under idle
frames, a drawback resulting from the fact that it works sample-by-sample
and recursively, leading to unwanted artifacts during idle frames, when trying
to subtract a disturbance that is not present, i.e. a negative disturbance is
added, see Fig. 9.
It can be seen that the Bumblebee disturbance is considerably attenuated.
However, this solution does not give a satisfactory result, since a portion of the
speech is also attenuated, resulting in a ”canned” or metallic sound. This can
be seen in Fig. 9-10. Another problem with this solution is that the periodic
idle frame cannot be handled resulting in a new periodic interference, 26 times
lower in frequency, see Fig. 11. The reason for this is that the notch ﬁlter
consists of poles (autoregressive), which give feedback of the output signal
(y(t)) continuously. Consequently, the Bumblebee is added during the idle
frame, according to the tails of impulse responses of IIR ﬁlters.
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Figure 9: Cancellation of the Bumblebee with notch ﬁlter in speech. Full
Rate, with speech.
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Figure 10: Cancellation of the Bumblebee with notch ﬁlter. The Bumblebee
was recorded in a silent room. Full Rate, no speech.
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Figure 11: Time signal of the notched Bumblebee.
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4.2

Part I

Correlators

The data set that has been used is identical to that used when evaluating
the notch ﬁlter. That is, the ﬁrst test is done on data recorded both with
speech and in a silent room, see Fig. 12-13. The metallic sound and the
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Figure 12: Cancellation of the Bumblebee with correlators where idle mode
has been taken into consideration. The Bumblebee was recorded in a silent
room. Full Rate, no speech.
periodic interference that appeared in the notch tests from the idle frame are
also avoided, thanks to time-limited subtractive nature of block correlation
canceling, thus avoiding long-tailed (recursive) impulse responses. This gives
a highly satisfactory result. Observe in Fig. 13 that only the Bumblebee
disturbance is attenuated. A corresponding and even more impressive result
is also presented for the HR case, Fig. 14. Finally, an alternative type of
comparison is introduced in Fig. 15-16 illustrating Pout /Pin , which gives the
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Figure 13: Cancellation of the Bumblebee in speech with correlators where
VAD and idle mode have been taken into consideration. Full Rate, with
speech.
over-all system attenuation both for the notch ﬁlter and the correlator.
It can be observed that the notch ﬁlter gives both a deeper and wider attenuation, which explains the metallic sound and inferior quality as compared
with when correlators are used.
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Figure 14: Cancellation of the Bumblebee in speech with correlators in the
Half Rate case where the VAD and idle frame have been taken into consideration. With speech.
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Figure 15: Divided power estimates with notch ﬁlter, no speech.
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Figure 16: Divided power estimates with correlators, no speech.
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Complexity and Implementation aspects

Complexity estimates have only been made for the correlators since this solution was preferred. The most commonly used unit when performing complexity estimates is MIPS (Millions of Instructions Per Second). However, this
can be a misleading measure because of the varying amounts of work done by
an instruction. That is, an instruction on one processor may accomplish far
more work than an instruction on another. This is especially important for
DSP processors, which often have highly specialized instruction sets.
Similarly, MOPS (Millions of Operations Per Second) suﬀer from related
problems: what counts as an operation and the number of operations needed
to accomplish useful work varies greatly from processor to processor.
A third performance unit that can be used is MACS (Multiply ACcumulates per Second). Most DSP processors can complete one MAC per instruction cycle, making this unit equivalent to MIPS for DSPs. Furthermore, MAC
estimates disregard the important data movement and processing required before and after.
After considering the various drawbacks, we selected the MIPS measure
to be used, which is given in Table 2.
The complexity calculations are based on the attenuation of 16 sinusoids.
The estimation is performed on 480 samples, and the subtraction of the estimated signal on 160 samples. This is the way it should be done in the mobile
to avoid a delay. The sinusoids and the cosinusoids are stored in a Read
Only Memory (ROM) as a table. Another solution could be to use a digital
sinusoidal oscillator. A such solution does not require as much ROM memory
as the table approach, but is much more complex and does not generate the
sinusoids and the cosinusoids perfectly.
To build up the 480 samples long sinusoids, the table should contain an
integer number of periods for each frequency. That is, 480/k samples with
the exception of the frequencies stated in Table 1. If K = 16, a ROM of 6452
words, is required and the complexity is approximately 1.3 MIPS, see Table
2. Control code and data transfers will also be needed. A very conservative
estimation of the total complexity is 2 MIPS.
As mentioned before, the fundamental tone (and the ﬁrst harmonic for
HR) are already severely attenuated because of the ﬁlter, A/D converter and
the speech coder. This makes it possible to also ignore these tones without
degrading the result. Symmetries in sinusoidal base functions and recursive
estimation where the estimates are updated with the recent frame data of 160
samples can reduce the computational load by more than 50%. With this in
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k
7
9
11
13
14

Samples needed
480
160
480
480
240

Table 1: Samples needed for the frequencies k · f0
Task
Correlation
Building b̂
Subtracting
Total

Instructions / 20ms
16 × 2 × 480
16 × 2 × 2 × 160
160
25760

MIPS
0.768
0.512
0.008
1.288

Table 2: Complexity of the Table approach

mind we conclude that correlation canceling is a cheap and convenient way
of coping with the problem of humming Bumblebee noise in GSM cellular
telephony.

6

Summary, Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper we have compared two methods for eliminating an annoying
self-disturbance in mobile telephone microphone signals originating from the
telephones’s own antenna. Such disturbance is caused by TDMA switching in
GSM cellular telephones. The Active Noise Control approach which subtracts
disturbances, instead of ﬁltering them out has shown great potential. The aim
is now to implement the algorithm in ﬁxed-point precision.
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Notch Filtering of humming GSM
mobile telephone noise.
Andreas Rossholm and Ingvar Claesson
Abstract
A common problem in the world’s most widespread cellular telephone system, the GSM system, is the interfering signal generated in
TDMA cellular telephony. The infamous ”bumblebee” is generated by
the switching nature of TDMA cellular telephony, the radio circuits are
switched on and oﬀ at a rate of approximately 217 Hz (GSM).
This paper describes a study of two solutions for eliminating the
humming noise with IIR notch ﬁlters. The simpler one is suitable for
any exterior equipment. This method still suﬀers from a small residual
of the noise, resulting from the IDLE slots of the sending mobile. The
more advanced IIR structure for use within the mobile also eliminates
this residual.

1

Introduction

In GSM mobile telephony it is a common problem that an interfering signal is
introduced into the microphone signal when the mobile is transmitting. This
interfering signal is transmitted along with the speech signal to the receiver.
Due to the humming sound of the interfering signal it is commonly denoted
the Bumblebee.
Since interleaving of data is utilized and since control data transmission is
also necessary, the connection between transmitter/receiver frames and speech
frames is somewhat complicated. The interference consists of the fundamental frequency and its harmonics, where the fundamental switching rate is approximately 217 Hz, more speciﬁcally, 5200/(3 · 8)Hz, according to the GSM
standard [1]. Signals are sent in chunks of data, speech frames, equivalent to
160 samples of data corresponding to 20 ms at 8 kHz sampling rate. Data
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from a speech frame of 20 ms is sent in several bursts, each occupying 1/8 of a
transmitting frame. The radio circuits are switched on and oﬀ with the radio
access rate frequency. An electromagnetic ﬁeld pulsating with this frequency
and its harmonics disturbs its own microphone signal, as well as electronic
equipment in the vicinity (within 1-2 meters) of the sending handset antenna,
such as radios and active loudspeakers as well as hearing aids, producing in
some cases annoying periodic humming noise in the uplink speech from the
handset to the base station.
It has been proposed that for internal cancelation in the mobile, the periodic distorsion can be removed by subtraction of an estimate of the distorsion
employing correlators and subtraction, similar to Active Noise Control [2–4].
This estimate can be done, since it is known at what frequencies the disturbance will occur, by correlating the block of data with a number of base
functions. These base functions are blocks of data corresponding to the fundamental tone and its harmonics. The results of the correlations are used to
estimate the amplitude and phase of the bumblebee.
However for equipment with no access to the internal data sending structure of the GSM mobile, notch ﬁlters is still the most straight-forward solution.

2

Background and Analysis of the Bumblebee

A typical recorded disturbed signal from a silent room can be seen in Fig.
1. The interfering signal is periodic but somewhat complicated since, in the
case of Full Rate transmission, FR, there is no transmission when the mobile
is listening to other base stations. Such silent frames occur once every 26
TDMA-frames and are denoted idle frames, see Fig. 2.
In densely populated areas, such as Hong Kong, an alternative is sometimes used, Half Rate Transmission (HR), oﬀering cheaper traﬃc with slightly
decreased speech quality. In this case, the period of the interference is 1/(8 ·
2 · (3/5200)) ≈ 108 Hz, which is half the frequency of the FR, since the mobile
is only transmitting during every other time slot, thus enabling almost twice
the number of calls as compared to Full Rate Transmission.
In the HR case the disturbance pattern is thus even more complex, see
Fig. 3, but observe that since the state of the communication between the
mobile and base station is known, suﬃcient information to perform internal
cancellation is always at hand.
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Figure 1: Interfering signal at the microphone A/D converter recorded in a
silent room with no speech.
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Figure 2: Pattern for interfering signal recorded in a silent room, Full Rate.
Suppressing the ”bumblebee” noise by analog means is a costly, timeconsuming and diﬃcult work. It may also require non-optimal system settings
in, e.g., the microphone gain, as well as more expensive components. If a
digital method is employed, it must be able to continuously track variations
in the amplitude and phase of the disturbing periodic signal. The reason for
this is that the conditions may change during a call, e.g., the amplitudes are
a function of the output power level, and the phases a function of the timing
towards the air IF (time slot). Since these parameters change during a call,
we must be able to cope with this. Making a Fourier series expansion of the
disturbing periodic signal, it is seen that the frequency components decay as
1/f2, which is very slow. In other words there are approximately 15 frequency
components that must be suppressed in the band below 3.4 kHz.
By using base function correlation [4] we must save blocks of data in
memory, which is negligible with notch ﬁlters. Also, this estimation can only
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Figure 3: Pattern for interfering signal recorded in a silent room, Half Rate.
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be done during speech pauses, which makes it dependent on side information
like Voice Activity Detection(VAD).
A notch ﬁlter contains deep notches, in its frequency response. Such a
ﬁlter is useful when speciﬁc frequency components of known frequencies must
be eliminated [5, 6]. To eliminate the frequencies at ωn , n = [1, . . . , N ], pairs
of complex-conjugated nulls and zeros are placed on and just inside the unit
circle at the angles ωn
zn1,2 = rb e±jωn ,

rb = 1

(1)

Consequently, the system function of the resulting notch ﬁlter is
H(z) =
where

N

B(z)
(1 − rb ejωn z −1 )(1 − rb e−jωn z −1 )
= bo
A(z)
(1 − ra ejωn z −1 )(1 − ra e−jωn z −1 )
n=1

N

b0 = n=1
N

an

n=1 bn

(2)

(3)

Using a single, simple straight-forward notch ﬁlter will reduce the disturbance signiﬁcantly, but not totally. This problem is related to the radio access
pattern in GSM. In GSM, the mobile makes one radio access every 4.615 ms.
Unfortunately, the mobile does not transmit during every time slot. In one
120 ms multiframe, there are 26 TDMA frames of 4.615 ms each, i.e., there
are 26 possible occasions for the mobile to transmit. However, only 24 of them
are required for transmission of speech coded data (frames 0-11 and 13-24),
and one for transmission of the SAACH control data (frame 12). The problem
is TDMA frame 25, the idle frame, in which there is no radio transmission.
During the idle frame (or idle time slot), the mobile measures neighboring
cells. Since the radio of the mobile is not transmitting during the idle frame,
the disturbance is zero during this period, and the IIR ﬁlters are trying to
cancel a noise that is not there.
A simple Notch ﬁlter is an IIR (inﬁnite-duration impulse response) ﬁlter,
attenuating the ”bumblebee”, but introduces a new residual disturbance. The
frequency of the introduced disturbance is approximately 8 Hz (= 1 / 120ms).
Although the disturbing power is much attenuated compared to the original
”bumblebee” signal, the ﬂuttering characteristic of the introduced noise is still
perceived. Because of the absence of radio transmission in the idle frame the
”bumblebee” noise is not exactly periodic with the TDMA frame rate, even
though it appears so when listening to it.
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Simple Notch ﬁlter

We ﬁrst apply a notch ﬁlter directly in the signal path to reduce the interference. The notches are made as deep as possible, so that ideally the frequencies
in question are totally eliminated. This results in the following system function:
16
16

(1 − rb ejkω0 z −1 )(1 − rb e−jkω0 z −1 )
B(z)
k=1 ak
= 16
(4)
A(z)
(1 − ra ejkω0 z −1 )(1 − ra e−jkω0 z −1 )
k=1 bk
k=1

The calculations are made recursively on the whole data set. This will
result in a convergence period at the start up and also when a handover
between base stations occurs. Unfortunately, the notch ﬁlter is active also
under idle frames, a drawback resulting from the fact that it works sample-bysample and recursively, leading to small, residual artifacts during idle frames,
when trying to subtract a disturbance that is not present, i.e. a negative
disturbance is added, see Fig. 4-6.
It can however be seen that the Bumblebee disturbance is considerably
attenuated. However, this solution can be further improved to even more
satisfactory results, by handling the residual periodic interference, 26 times
lower in frequency, see Fig. 5. The reason for this is that the notch ﬁlter
consists of poles (autoregressive), which give feedback of the output signal
(y(t)) continuously. Consequently, the Bumblebee is added during the idle
frame, according to the tails of impulse responses of IIR ﬁlters.

3.2

Advanced Notch ﬁlter

We propose the following solution to the problem for internal cancelation the
mobile. We make use of our a priori knowledge that the disturbing signal consists of a sum of sinusoids of very well known frequencies, i.e., the disturbing
signal can be expressed as
e(k) =

N


An sin(2πknf0 /f s + ϕn )

(5)

1

where f0 = 216.66...Hz(= 3 · 8/5200 ms), is the fundamental frequency, and
fs = 8 kHz, the sampling frequency in GSM), 1  n  15, and ﬁnally An and
ϕn are the amplitude and phase of frequency component n, respectively.
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Figure 4: Cancelation of the Bumblebee with notch ﬁlter in speech Full Rate.
We again make use of our knowledge about the location of the idle frame in
the PCM sample stream. This can be done since communication to the DSP
during a call is performed with code and decode commands from the host
ASIC. A code command requires a reply from the DSP containing speech
coded data from the 160 latest received PCM samples. The code commands
arrive to the DSP on the average every 20 ms. However, their exact time
arrivals follow the pattern (18.465 ms, 18.465 ms, 23.070 ms), i.e., over a
period of three code commands the average distance is 20 ms.
In order for the DSP to be able to synchronize its PCM buﬀers properly,
the code commands contain information on the time to the next code command, the ”syncInfo”. This information can take six diﬀerent values, and is
carried in the code commands in a three bit ﬁeld. When synchronizing the
PCM buﬀers, we only make use of the two least signiﬁcant bits in the ﬁeld,
since they contain suﬃcient information for that task.
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Figure 5: Time signal of the simple notched Bumblebee. Observe residual in
blue in idle slots, which is eliminated by advanced solution.
The interesting fact about the ”syncInfo” information is that each of the six
possible numbers corresponds to a certain position in the 120 ms multi-frame
structure. (Each multi-frame of 120 ms corresponds to six code commands to
the DSP.) Thus, given the ”syncInfo” information in the code commands, it
is possible to calculate the position of the idle burst!
The basic idea is to now use two notch ﬁlters, that notch the bumblebee,
and the ”syncInfo”, see Fig. 7. The diﬀerence between the notch ﬁlters is that
one of the two ﬁlters has slightly larger notch-bandwidth. The ﬁrst ﬁlter is
only used to insert the distorsion during the idle slot, which was the problem
with a single notch ﬁlter. These samples are then used to replace the samples
in the original signal during the idle slot. The idle slot is located by using
”syncInfo”. This results in that the bumblebee signal gets present during the
idle slot and from that it follows that the signal is periodic with the TDMA
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Figure 6: Cancelation of the Bumblebee with notch ﬁlter. The Bumblebee was
recorded in a silent room. Full Rate, no speech.
frame rate. The second ﬁlter is then used to notch the new signal with the
periodic bumblebee. The reason for the diﬀerence in bandwidth is to make
sure that we do not adding any distorsion that is not suppressed.
The ﬁrst ﬁlter in Fig. 7, denoted ”Notch 1”, has the smallest bandwidth. It
is used to notch the input signal x(n), During the idle slot, the samples in x(n)
are replaced by samples from the notched signal x’(n), containing the residual
bumblebee ringing out from the states in the IIR ﬁlters. By changing these
samples, the new signal (x”(n)) includes a complete bumblebee, even during
the idle slot. The second ﬁlter, ”Notch 2”, then notches this signal, which
suppresses the bumblebee without any residual disturbance and negligible
distorsion.
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Figure 7: Two-stage notch ﬁltering.

4

Summary and Conclusions

This paper presents two notch ﬁlter based solutions to reduce the humming
disturbance in GSM mobile telephony. The ﬁrst is a straight-forward solution
with notch ﬁlters, reducing the disturbance considerably, but not totally. The
second solution is a dual cascaded notch ﬁlter solution with internal knowledge
of the GSM transmission pattern and transmitter state. With this method a
full elimination of the ”Bumblebee” can be achieved.
While the simple method is appropriate for exterior electronic equipment, the
second more advanced cancelation is suited for internal cancelation in the
mobile telephone.
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Adaptive De-Blocking De-Ringing Post
Filter.
Andreas Rossholm and Kenneth Andersson
Abstract
In this paper an adaptive ﬁlter for reducing blocking and ringing artifacts is presented. The solution is designed with consideration of Mobile
Equipment with limited computational power and memory. Also, the
solution is computationally scalable if there is limited CPU resources in
diﬀerent user cases.

1

Introduction

In the Mobile Equipment (ME) today the use of video becomes more and
more common. To make it possible to view a video clip or streaming video, or
to make a video telephony call, it is important to compress the data as much
as possible. Most codecs, video enCOders and DECoders, used today are
designed as block-based motion-compensated hybrid transform coders, like
MPEG-4 and H.263, where the transformation is done by a Discrete Cosine
Transforms (DCT) on blocks of 8x8 pixels. The reason to segment the image
into 8x8-sized blocks is to exploit local characteristics of the images and to
simplify the implementation.
One way for these kinds of codecs to reduce the bit rate is to change the
strength of the quantization, on the encoder side. The quantization means
that the DCT coeﬃcients are divided with a ﬁxed quantization parameter
(QP). The quotient is then rounded to the nearest integer level to form a
quantized coeﬃcient. In the inverse quantization step, on the decoder side,
the quantized coeﬃcients are then multiplied by the quantization value to reproduce the real coeﬃcients. However, the reproduced transform coeﬃcients
will diﬀer from the original due to the quantization operation. This diﬀerence
or error is referred to as the ”quantization error”.
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Two of the main artifacts from the quantization of the DCT are blocking
and ringing. Blocking artifacts are also due to motion compensation. The
blocking artifact is seen as an unnatural discontinuity between pixel values
of neighboring blocks. The ringing artifact is seen as high frequency irregularities around the image edges. In brief; the blocking artifacts are generated
due to the blocks being processed independently, and the ringing artifacts due
to the coarse quantization of the high frequency components [1], see Fig. 1.
To reduce blocking artifacts, two-dimensional (2D) low-pass ﬁltering of pixels

Figure 1: Example on blocking and ringing artifacts on a frame from the
Foreman sequence at QCIF (176 × 144)
on block boundaries of the decoded image(s) was suggested in [2]. The 2D
space-invariant static ﬁltering described in that paper reduces blocking artifacts but can also introduce blurring artifacts when true edges in the image
are low-pass ﬁltered.
To avoid blurring of true edges in the image and also to be computationally
eﬃcient, the amount of low-pass ﬁltering may be controlled by table-lookup
as described in [3]. Large diﬀerences between initial pixel values and ﬁltered
pixel values are seen as natural image structure, and thus ﬁltering is weak
so that the image is not blurred. Small pixel diﬀerences are seen as coding
artifacts, and thus stronger ﬁltering is allowed to remove the artifacts. Based
on data from other equipment, the amount of ﬁltering can be controlled by
using additional ﬁlter tables. The algorithm modiﬁes the output of a low-passﬁltered signal with the output of a table-lookup using the diﬀerence between
a delayed input signal and the ﬁltered signal as an index into the table, and
diﬀerent degrees of ﬁltering are achieved by only providing additional tables.
A combined de-blocking and de-ringing ﬁlter was proposed in [4]. The pro-
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posed ﬁlter used ﬁlter strengths on block boundaries that were diﬀerent from
ﬁlter strengths inside blocks, allowing for stronger ﬁltering at block boundaries
than inside blocks. This was achieved by using a metric that used diﬀerent
constants when computing the output values of block boundary pixels versus
the output values of pixels inside the block boundary. The metric also included the QP value.
These and most other current algorithms handle de-blocking and de-ringing
artifacts sequentially. This requires ﬁltering in two steps to handle both artifacts, e.g., ﬁrst process a decoded image with a de-blocking ﬁlter to remove
artifacts on block boundaries, and then apply a de-ringing ﬁlter to remove
ringing artifacts. Such double ﬁltering can have a negative impact on computational complexity and memory consumption, which are parameters of
particular importance in many devices, such as mobile communication devices.
Moreover, removal of blocking and ringing artifacts can add visually annoying
blurring artifacts as described above. It is thus important to be careful with
strong image features that likely are natural image features and not coding
artifacts.

2

The Adaptive Filter

The proposed ﬁlter is developed with two main considerations; limiting the
computational complexity, and limiting the amount of working memory. The
idea is to ﬁlter rows of pixels of an image in a vertical direction, store the results in row vectors, and then ﬁlters the row vectors in the horizontal direction,
and display the results. In the following part the adaptive ﬁlter is described
in one of the above directions. Coeﬃcients of a reference ﬁlter are modiﬁed
based on the output from the reference ﬁlter passed through a table-lookup
process that accesses a table of modifying weight coeﬃcients. The output of
the modiﬁed ﬁlter is added to a delayed version of the input to provide the
adaptive ﬁlter output. A block diagram of the adaptive ﬁlter is shown in Fig.
2.

2.1

Overview of the ﬁlter

In Fig. 2 an input stream of pixel data is provided to a switch that directs
the input pixels to either the output of the ﬁlter or to a delay element and a
reference ﬁlter. The operation of the switch is responsive to additional data,
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Figure 2: A block diagram of the adaptive ﬁlter.

in particular, whether the input pixels belong to an error-concealed block or if
the amount of ﬁltering is limited based on location in the frame, as described
in more detail below. The reference ﬁlter has coeﬃcients that determine the
ﬁltering function, and these coeﬃcients are selectively modiﬁed. The output
of the reference ﬁlter is provided to an adder that combines the output with
the delayed input produced by the delay element, thereby generating the output of the adaptive ﬁlter.
The modiﬁcation of the output of the reference ﬁlter is performed by a weight
generator that produces weights that selectively modify the coeﬃcients of the
ﬁlter based on the ﬁlter output to the weight generator. A signal corresponding to the absolute value of the reference ﬁlter output is produced, and this
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signal is provided to an address generator. The absolute value together with
additional data provided by M suitable address tables, generates addresses
into N tables of modifying weight coeﬃcients, as described in more detail
below. As a set of modifying weight coeﬃcients is retrieved from the selected
table, it is provided by the weight generator to the ﬁlter, and the transfer function of the reference ﬁlter is modiﬁed accordingly. Through this modiﬁcation,
the ﬁlter adapts to the input stream of pixels.

2.2

Reference Filter

In the adaptive ﬁlter a 5-tap reference ﬁlter is used, [1 1 − 4 1 1]. The
number of ﬁlter taps chosen is the result of a trade-oﬀ between the amount
of low-pass ﬁltering that can be performed, locality in ﬁltering, and computational complexity. The ﬁlter coeﬃcients are chosen to detect variations in
pixel value in the ﬁlter neighbourhood with as low complexity as possible.
The same ﬁlter is used for ﬁltering luminance, denoted Y , and chrominance
blocks, denoted Cb and Cr, although luminance blocks are more important
to ﬁlter than chrominance blocks. The modiﬁcation of the reference ﬁlter is
performed with a set of modifying weights and the resulting adaptive ﬁlter
response is illustrated in Fig. 3a. It can be seen that the same modiﬁcation
is made to each coeﬃcient. In the ﬁgure, the sign and magnitude of a ﬁlter
coeﬃcient or a weight are indicated by the length of the respective vertical
line segment and its position above or below the horizontal reference line.
The ”+” sign indicates the operation of the adder. In Fig. 3b the modifying
weight is shown as 0.5 and the other coeﬃcients are ﬁxed. Comparing Fig. 3a
and Fig. 3b, it will be seen that a ”weaker” adaptive ﬁlter is achieved when
the reference ﬁlter coeﬃcients are scaled by a factor of 0.5, i.e., neighboring
pixels have less inﬂuence on the modiﬁed-ﬁlter output for a pixel.
If the modifying weights are such that all ﬁlter coeﬃcients are modiﬁed in the
same way (see, e.g., FIG. 3b), also used in this implementation, the output of
the modiﬁed reference ﬁlter is simply a scaling of the output of the unmodiﬁed reference ﬁlter. Otherwise, the output of the modiﬁed reference ﬁlter
is calculated using the input pixels and the modiﬁed reference ﬁlter transfer
function.

2.3

Weight Generator

The weight generator handles the adaptive part of the ﬁlter. It is divided into
three main parts:
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(a)

1×Reference Filter

(b)
0.5×Reference Filter

=

+

Input Weight = 1

+

Adaptive Filter

=
Input Weight = 1

Adaptive Filter

Figure 3: Depiction of reference ﬁlter modiﬁcation and adaptive ﬁlter response.
1 The address tables with additional data.
2 The address generator.
3 Modifying tables with switch and additional data.
The ﬁrst part, address table, uses the QP for the block as additional data and
the address table length correspond to the range of the QP data. The output
from the address table are positive for low QP values and negative for high
QP values, resulting in potentially weaker and stronger ﬁltering, respectively,
depending on the magnitude of the reference ﬁlter output. Several address
tables can be used if diﬀerent sessions needs diﬀerent strength of ﬁltering.
The second part, address generator, produces a signal corresponding to the
absolute value of the ﬁlter output, together with the output from the address
tables, to generate addresses into one of the modifying tables with weight
coeﬃcients. The address generator also check the validity of the addresses
generated, conﬁrming that an address is inside the range of the modifying
tables.
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Figure 4: Depiction of a block of pixels.

The third part, modifying tables, provides sets of weight coeﬃcients to modify
the transfer function of the reference ﬁlter, resulting in a modiﬁed, or adapted,
transfer function for the adaptive ﬁlter as described in subsection 2.2. The
length (i.e., the address range) of a modifying table corresponds to the range
of the reference ﬁlter output. In this implementation small address values
give weights close to 1/5 and large address values give weights close to 1/260.
The result is thus variation from ﬂat low-pass ﬁltering to very weak low-pass
ﬁltering over the ﬁlter output range.
The additional data that is input to the switch, selecting modiﬁcation table,
is based on the position of a pixel in its block. As indicated by Fig. 4, which
depicts a block of pixels, outer boundary pixels (indicated by + in the ﬁgure)
select a table that corresponds to stronger ﬁltering than the table selected for
inner block pixels. Furthermore, the weights of the selected table for inner
pixels (indicated by # in Fig. 4) decreases more quickly with increasing index
than the weights in the boundary pixels table. This results in reduction of
blocking and ringing artifacts without blurring the image too much. x/y in
Fig. 4 describes ﬁltering in horizontal/vertical direction.
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Further considerations

The ﬁrst switch in Fig.2 makes it possible to limit the amount of ﬁltering
for diﬀerent combinations of applications for a given device. The priority of
ﬁltering is given from low to high priority as, all luminance and chrominance
blocks may be ﬁltered, only luminance blocks may be ﬁltered, outer boundary
pixels may be ﬁltered, and only block border pixels may be ﬁltered.

3

Results

The performance of the adaptive ﬁlter is evaluated against using no post ﬁltering and ﬁltering as recommended in H.263 App. III [4]. The algorithms are
processed on decoded H.263 proﬁle 0 bit streams for two diﬀerent sequences
each presented at four diﬀerent bit rates at 15 frames per second (fps) and of
size 176 × 144 (QCIF). The size, bitrates and framerate are chosen to correspond with the use in todays 2G and 3G networks. The peak signal-to-noise
ratio (PSNR) is calculated for the post processed images and an average for
the complete sequence. The PSNR of an 8-bit M × N image is given by
P SN R = 10 log 

M N × 2552
2
m,n f (m, n) − forg(m,n) 

The sequences used are ”Foreman” and ”Mother and Daughter”, presented
in Table 1 and Table 2.
In the tables it is shown that the adaptive ﬁlter always keeps or increases
the PSNR compared to the original decoded sequences. The adaptive ﬁlter
gives signiﬁcantly better visual quality as can be seen in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6. As
shown in the tables H.263 App. III gives slightly higher PSNR than the adaptive ﬁlter but also gives somewhat blurred results compared to the adaptive
ﬁlter, see Fig. 5 and Fig. 6. It shall also be noted that the complexity of the
adaptive ﬁlter is about 18 cycles per ﬁltered pixel including 2 multiplications,
10 additions, 4 shifts and 2 abs, which is signiﬁcantly lower than for the H.263
App. III ﬁlter. H263 App. III will require at least 34 cycles per ﬁltered pixel
including 4 divisions, 14 multiplications and 16 additions.
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Bitrate
[kbit/s]
32
32
32
48
48
48
64
64
64
128
128
128

Foreman
Average
PSNR [dB]
for YCbCr
No Post Filter 30.0038
H.263 App. III 30.0960
Adaptive Filter 30.0482
No Post Filter 31.0114
H.263 App. III 31.1552
Adaptive Filter 31.0611
No Post Filter 31.8652
H.263 App. III 32.0412
Adaptive Filter 31.9159
No Post Filter 34.4384
H.263 App. III 34.6722
Adaptive Filter 34.4716
Filter
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Average
PSNR [dB]
for Y
28.6846
28.7631
28.7219
29.7355
29.8716
29.7799
30.6329
30.8038
30.6797
33.3140
33.5539
33.3475

Table 1: Results from de-blocking and de-ringing on Foreman. All sequences
have a QCIF resolution and 15 fps.
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Bitrate
[kbit/s]
32
32
32
48
48
48
64
64
64
128
128
128

Mother and Daughter
Filter
Average
PSNR [dB]
for YCbCr
No Post Filter 34.3828
H.263 App. III 34.5634
Adaptive Filter 34.4442
No Post Filter 35.6795
H.263 App. III 35.8562
Adaptive Filter 35.7138
No Post Filter 36.6913
H.263 App. III 36.8635
Adaptive Filter 36.6943
No Post Filter 39.4050
H.263 App. III 39.5368
Adaptive Filter 39.4314

Average
PSNR [dB]
for Y
33.2452
33.4313
33.2975
34.5960
34.7795
34.6301
35.6550
35.8284
35.6641
38.5265
38.6457
38.5492

Table 2: Results from de-blocking and de-ringing on Mother and Daughter.
All sequences have a QCIF resolution and 15 fps.
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Figure 5: Luminance output from Foreman in QCIF format, coded at 32
kbps and 15 fps. From left, No Post Filter PSNR 28.30 dB, H.263 App. III
PSNR 28.51 dB, Adaptive Filter PSNR 28.40 dB.

Figure 6: Luminance output from Mother and Daughter in QCIF format,
coded at 32 kbps and 15 fps. From left, No Post Filter PSNR 34.20 dB, H.263
App. III PSNR 34.35 dB, Adaptive Filter PSNR 34.22 dB.
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Conclusion

This paper has described an adaptive ﬁlter that can improve visual quality by
combating both de-blocking and de-ringing artifacts as generated by standard
block based coders. The ﬁlter has further low complexity and can be used in
MEs with limited computational power and memory.
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Low-Complex Adaptive Post Filter for
Enhancement of Coded Video
Andreas Rossholm, Kenneth Andersson, and Benny Lövström
Abstract
In this paper an adaptive ﬁlter that removes de-blocking and deringing artifacts and also enhances the sharpness of decoded video is
presented. The solution is designed with consideration of Mobile Equipment with limited computational power and memory. Also, the solution
is computationally scalable to be able to handle limited computational
resources in diﬀerent user cases. In the paper it is shown that the
adaptive ﬁlter always keeps or increases the image quality, compared
to the original decoded sequences, and that the amount of sharpening
decreases with an decrease of bit-rate to limit ampliﬁcation of coding
artifacts or noise.

1

Introduction

In the Mobile Equipment (ME) today the use of video becomes more and more
common. To make it possible to view a video clip or streaming video, or to
make a video telephony call, it is important to compress the data as much as
possible. Most video codecs, video enCOders and DECoders, used today are
designed as block-based motion-compensated hybrid transform coders, like
MPEG-4 and H.263, where the transformation is done by a Discrete Cosine
Transforms (DCT) on blocks of 8x8 pixels. The DCT coeﬃcients are quantized with a quantization parameter (QP). Two of the main artifacts from the
quantization of the DCT are blocking and ringing. Blocking artifacts are also
due to motion compensation. The blocking artifact is seen as an unnatural
discontinuity between pixel values of neighboring blocks. The ringing artifact
is seen as high frequency irregularities around the edges in the image. In
brief; the blocking artifacts are generated due to the blocks being processed
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independently, and the ringing artifacts due to the coarse quantization of the
high frequency components [2].
To reduce blocking artifacts, two-dimensional (2D) low-pass ﬁltering of pixels
on block boundaries of the decoded image(s) was suggested in [3]. The 2D
space-invariant static ﬁltering described in that paper reduces blocking artifacts but can also introduce blurring artifacts when true edges in the image
are low-pass ﬁltered. To avoid blurring of true edges in the image and also
to be computationally eﬃcient, the amount of low-pass ﬁltering may be controlled by table-lookup as described in [4]. Large diﬀerences between initial
pixel values and ﬁltered pixel values are seen as natural image structure, and
thus ﬁltering is weak so that the image is not blurred. Small pixel diﬀerences
are seen as coding artifacts, and thus stronger ﬁltering is allowed to remove
the artifacts. Based on data from other equipment, the amount of ﬁltering
can be controlled by using additional ﬁlter tables. The algorithm modiﬁes the
output of a low-pass-ﬁltered signal with the output of a table-lookup using the
diﬀerence between a delayed input signal and the ﬁltered signal as an index
into the table, and diﬀerent degrees of ﬁltering are achieved only by providing
additional tables. A combined de-blocking and de-ringing ﬁlter was proposed
in [5]. The proposed ﬁlter used ﬁlter strengths on block boundaries that were
diﬀerent from ﬁlter strengths inside blocks, allowing for stronger ﬁltering at
block boundaries than inside blocks. This was achieved by using a metric that
used diﬀerent constants when computing the output values of block boundary
pixels versus the output values of pixels inside the block boundary. The metric
also included the QP value. These and most other current algorithms handle
de-blocking and de-ringing artifacts sequentially. Such double ﬁltering can
have a negative impact on computational complexity and memory consumption, which are parameters of particular importance in many devices, such
as mobile communication devices. Moreover, removal of blocking and ringing
artifacts can add visually annoying blurring artifacts as described above. It is
thus important to be careful with strong image features that likely are natural
image features and not coding artifacts. In [6] an adaptive non-linear ﬁlter is
proposed. The proposed ﬁlter handles both the coding artifacts and performs
sharpening on true details. However, this ﬁlter uses a rational function for
the control of the ﬁlter function based on measures of variance. This gives
good results but is a too complex solution for implementation in a ME.
In this paper, we propose a ﬁlter that performs enhancement on the coded
video stream including both de-blocking, de-ringing and sharpening based on
the output from a reference ﬁlter, which requires much less computational
power than the state of art approach. This ﬁlter is a further development of
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our adaptive de-blocking and de-ringing ﬁlter published in [1].

2

The Adaptive Filter

The proposed ﬁlter is developed with two main considerations; limiting the
computational complexity, and limiting the amount of working memory. The
idea is to ﬁlter rows of pixels of an image in a vertical direction, store the results in row vectors, and then ﬁlter the row vectors in the horizontal direction,
and display the results. In the following part the adaptive ﬁlter is described
in one of the above directions. Coeﬃcients of a reference ﬁlter are modiﬁed
based on the output from the reference ﬁlter passed through a table-lookup
process that accesses a table of modifying weight coeﬃcients. The output of
the modiﬁed ﬁlter is added to a delayed version of the input to provide the
adaptive ﬁlter output. A block diagram of the adaptive ﬁlter is shown in Fig.
1.

2.1

Overview of the ﬁlter

In Fig. 1 an input data stream of pixel data is provided to a switch that directs
the input pixels to either the output of the ﬁlter or to a delay element and a
reference ﬁlter. The operation of the switch is responsive to additional data,
in particular, whether the input pixels belong to an error-concealed block or if
the amount of ﬁltering is limited based on location in the frame, as described
in more detail below. The reference ﬁlter has coeﬃcients that determine the
ﬁltering function, and these coeﬃcients are selectively modiﬁed. The output
of the reference ﬁlter is provided to an adder that combines the output with
the delayed input produced by the delay element, thereby generating the output of the adaptive ﬁlter.
The modiﬁcation of the output of the reference ﬁlter is performed by a weight
generator that produces weights that selectively modify the coeﬃcients of the
ﬁlter based on the ﬁlter output to the weight generator. A signal corresponding to the absolute value of the reference ﬁlter output is produced, and this
signal is provided to an address generator. The absolute value together with
additional data provided by M suitable address tables, generates addresses
into N tables of modifying weight coeﬃcients, as described in more detail
below. As a set of modifying weight coeﬃcients is retrieved from the selected
table, it is provided by the weight generator to the ﬁlter, and the transfer function of the reference ﬁlter is modiﬁed accordingly. Through this modiﬁcation,
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Additional Data

Data Input

Switch
Delay

+

Data Output

Reference Filter

Weight Generator

abs( )
Additional Data (1...M)

Address
Generator

...

Address Table 1

Address Table M
Switch

...

Modifying Table 1
Additional Data

Modifying Table N

Figure 1: A block diagram of the adaptive ﬁlter.
the ﬁlter adapts to the input stream of pixels.

2.2

Reference Filter

In the adaptive ﬁlter a 5-tap reference ﬁlter is used, [1 1 − 4 1 1]. The
number of ﬁlter taps chosen is the result of a trade-oﬀ between the amount
of low-pass ﬁltering that can be performed, locality in ﬁltering, and computational complexity. The ﬁlter coeﬃcients are chosen to detect variations
in pixel value in the ﬁlter neighborhood with as low complexity as possible.
The same ﬁlter is used for ﬁltering luminance, denoted Y , and chrominance
blocks, denoted Cb and Cr, although luminance blocks are more important to
ﬁlter than chrominance blocks. The modiﬁcation of the reference ﬁlter is per-
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formed with a set of modifying weights which results in de-blocking/de-ringing
or sharpening. If the modifying weights are such that all ﬁlter coeﬃcients are
modiﬁed in the same way, the output of the modiﬁed reference ﬁlter is simply a scaling of the output of the unmodiﬁed reference ﬁlter. Otherwise, the
output of the modiﬁed reference ﬁlter is calculated using the input pixels and
the modiﬁed reference ﬁlter transfer function.
2.2.1

De-blocking and De-ringing

For de-blocking and de-ringing the resulting adaptive ﬁlter response is illustrated in Fig. 2a. It can be seen that the same modiﬁcation is made to each

(a)

1×Reference Filter

(b)
0.5×Reference Filter

=

+

Input Weight = 1

+

Adaptive Filter

=
Input Weight = 1

Adaptive Filter

Figure 2: Depiction of reference ﬁlter modiﬁcation and adaptive ﬁlter response.
coeﬃcient. In the ﬁgure, the sign and magnitude of a ﬁlter coeﬃcient or a
weight are indicated by the length of the respective vertical line segment and
its position above or below the horizontal reference line. The ”+” sign indicates the operation of the adder. In Fig. 2b the modifying weight is shown
as 0.5 and the other coeﬃcients are ﬁxed. Comparing Fig. 2a and Fig. 2b,
it will be seen that a ”weaker” adaptive ﬁlter is achieved when the reference
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ﬁlter coeﬃcients are scaled by a factor of 0.5, i.e., neighboring pixels have less
inﬂuence on the modiﬁed-ﬁlter output for a pixel.
2.2.2

Sharpening

For sharpening the same concept as described above can be used by changing
the sign of the reference ﬁlter, which generates a high-pass ﬁlter compared to
the above-described low-pass ﬁlter. This is illustrated in Fig. 3. Comparing

(a)

−1×Reference Filter

(b)
−0.5×Reference Filter

=

+

Input Weight = 1

+

Adaptive Filter

=
Input Weight = 1

Adaptive Filter

Figure 3: Depiction of reference ﬁlter modiﬁcation and adaptive ﬁlter response.
this ﬁgure with Fig. 2 the diﬀerence between an adaptive sharpening, or highpass, ﬁlter and an adaptive low-pass ﬁlter will be recognized. As in Fig. 2 the
Fig. 3 depicts how modiﬁcation of the coeﬃcients of the reference ﬁlter with
a set of modifying weights modiﬁes the adaptive ﬁlter response. In the case
illustrated by the ﬁgure, the same modiﬁcation is made to each coeﬃcient.
In Fig. 3a, the modifying weight is shown as −1 and the other coeﬃcients
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are ﬁxed. In Fig. 3b, the modifying weight is shown as −0.5 and the other
coeﬃcients are ﬁxed. Comparing Fig. 3a and Fig. 3b, it will be seen that a
”weaker” adaptive ﬁlter is achieved when the reference ﬁlter coeﬃcients are
scaled by a smaller negative factor, i.e., neighboring pixels have less inﬂuence
on the modiﬁed-ﬁlter output for a pixel.

2.3

Weight Generator

The weight generator handles the adaptive part of the ﬁlter. It is divided into
three main parts:
1 The address tables with additional data.
2 The address generator.
3 Modifying tables with switch and additional data.
The ﬁrst part, address table, uses the QP for the block as additional data and
the address table length correspond to the range of the QP data. The output
from the address table are positive for low QP values and negative for high
QP values, resulting in potentially weaker and stronger ﬁltering, respectively,
depending on the magnitude of the reference ﬁlter output. Several address
tables can be used if diﬀerent sessions needs diﬀerent strength of ﬁltering.
The second part, address generator, produces a signal corresponding to the
absolute value of the ﬁlter output, together with the output from the address
tables, to generate addresses into one of the modifying tables with weight coeﬃcients. This input also determines wether the ﬁlter is low-pass or high-pass,
de-blocking/de-ringing or sharpening.
The third part, modifying tables, provides sets of weight coeﬃcients to modify
the transfer function of the reference ﬁlter, resulting in a modiﬁed, or adapted,
transfer function for the adaptive ﬁlter as described in subsection 2.2. The
length (i.e., the address range) of a modifying tables corresponds to the range
of the reference ﬁlter output.
The additional data that is input to the switch, selecting modiﬁcation table,
is based on the position of a pixel in its block. A block of pixels is illustrated
in FIG. 4 where the outer boundary pixels are indicated by + and the inner
pixels are indicated by #. Also, the x/y in FIG. 4 describes ﬁltering in horizontal/vertical direction.
In the de-blocking and de-ringing case stronger ﬁltering is performed on border pixels than the table selected for inner block pixels. Furthermore, the
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Figure 4: Depiction of a block of pixels.
weights of the selected table for de-blocking and de-ringing decreases more
quickly with increasing index than the weights in the boundary pixels table.
This results in reduction of blocking and ringing artifacts without blurring
the image too much. For sharpening more weights are given to the inner
pixels and thereby sharpening central parts of the block with normally less
prominent coding artifacts. The block boundary pixels are not sharpened at
all or only weakly sharpened to avoid amplifying block artifacts.
The resulting ﬁlter characteristics can hereby vary with the absolute value of
the reference ﬁlter output by using QP as additional data in tables and position of a pixel in its block gradually changing from strong low-pass ﬁltering
(large positive weight) when the reference ﬁlter output magnitude is small,
to weak low-pass ﬁltering (small positive weight), to weak high-pass ﬁltering (small negative weight), and to strong high-pass ﬁltering (large negative
weight) when the reference ﬁlter output magnitude is relatively larger. Weak
or all-pass ﬁltering (small negative/positive or zero weight) is implemented
when the reference ﬁlter output magnitude is large.

2.4

Further considerations

The ﬁrst switch in Fig.1 makes it possible to limit the amount of ﬁltering
for diﬀerent combinations of applications for a given device. The priority of
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ﬁltering is given from low to high priority as, all luminance and chrominance
blocks may be ﬁltered, only luminance blocks may be ﬁltered, outer boundary
pixels may be ﬁltered, and only block border pixels may be ﬁltered.

3

Results

In [2] the performance of the de-blocking and de-ringing part of the adaptive
ﬁlter was evaluated against using no post ﬁltering and ﬁltering as recommended in H.263 App. III [5]. It was shown that the adaptive ﬁlter improves
visual quality by combating both de-blocking and de-ringing artifacts and also
that the peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) was comparable with the results
from using the H.263 App. III ﬁlter.
Here the adaptive ﬁlter, including the sharpening part, is evaluated by examining the PSNR value and the perceptual quality both against; No ﬁltering,
only de-blocking and de-ringing. The algorithms are processed on decoded
H.263 proﬁle 0 bit streams for two diﬀerent sequences, each presented at four
diﬀerent bit rates at 15 frames per second (fps) and of size 176 × 144 (QCIF).
The size, bit-rates and frame rate are chosen to correspond to the use in todays 2G and 3G networks. The PSNR is calculated for the post processed
images as an average for the complete sequence. The PSNR of an 8-bit M ×N
image is given by
M N × 2552
2
m,n f (m, n) − forg(m,n) 

P SN R = 10 log 

The sequence used is ”Foreman” and the results are shown in Table 1. In the
table it is shown that the adaptive ﬁlter always keeps or increases the PSNR
for low bit-rates compared to the original decoded sequences and that the
PSNR slightly decreases when the amount of sharpening increases which is
notiﬁed for the higher bit-rates. However, the perceptual quality increases for
these bit-rates, visualized in Fig. 5-7. In Fig. 5 there is very little sharpening
performed and therefore almost no visible eﬀects can be seen. In Fig. 6 and
Fig. 7 the sharpening eﬀects are more obvious and there is an increase of
perceptual quality even though the decrease of PSNR.
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Bitrate
[kbit/s]

48
48
48
64
64
64
128
128
128
196
196
196

Foreman
Filter

No Post Filter
Adaptive Post Filter [2]
Proposed Adaptive Filter
No Post Filter
Adaptive Post Filter [2]
Proposed Adaptive Filter
No Post Filter
Adaptive Post Filter [2]
Proposed Adaptive Filter
No Post Filter
Adaptive Post Filter [2]
Proposed Adaptive Filter

Average
PSNR
[dB] for
YCbCr
33.078
33.129
33.077
33.481
33.548
33.478
35.795
35.875
35.138
37.508
37.562
36.442

Table 1: Results from de-blocking and de-ringing on Foreman. All sequences
have a QCIF resolution and 15 fps.

Figure 5: Luminance output from Foreman in QCIF format, coded at 64 kbps
and 15 fps. From left, No Post Filter, Adaptive Post Filter [2], and Proposed
Adaptive Filter.
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Figure 6: Luminance output from Foreman in QCIF format,coded at 128
kbps and 15 fps. From left, No Post Filter, Adaptive Post Filter [2],and
Proposed Adaptive Filter.

Figure 7: Luminance output from Foreman in QCIF format, coded at 196
kbps and 15 fps. From left, No Post Filter, Adaptive Post Filter [2], and
Proposed Adaptive Filter
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Conclusion

This paper has described an adaptive ﬁlter that can remove de-blocking and
de-ringing artifacts and also enhance the sharpness of decoded video. The
adaptive ﬁlters described here uses the reference ﬁlter output to control the
ﬁlter function, which gives a low computational power and memory consumption. Experiments show an increase in perceptual quality, and especially for
high bit-rate video the sharpening eﬀect is obvious.
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Chrominance Controlled Video
Pre-Filter for Increased Coding
Eﬃciency
Andreas Rossholm, Benny Lövström
Abstract
An increasing amount of handheld Mobile Equipment, e.g. cellular
phones for the 3G network, is equipped with video recording facilities.
In coding of video streams into low bit-rates, artifacts usually arises.
In this paper an adaptive pre-ﬁlter for increasing the coding eﬃciency
of hybrid diﬀerence/transform coders is presented. The ﬁlter uses the
local ﬂuctuations in chrominance to determine the strength of the luminance low-pass ﬁlter. The solution is designed in consideration of
Mobile Equipment, with limited computational power and memory. Experiments show that the ﬁltering enables a gain in the perceived quality
without increasing the bit-rate.

1

Introduction

In the Mobile Equipment (ME) today the use of video recording becomes more
and more common. To make it possible to record a video clip, or to make a
video telephony call, it is important to compress the captured frame sequence
from the camera considerably. Most video encoders used today are designed
as a block-based motion-compensated hybrid diﬀerence/transform coder, as
MPEG-4 or H.263, where the transformation is done by a Discrete Cosine
Transform (DCT) on blocks of 8x8 pixels. To meet the demands for low bitrates, that exists in the mobile world today, these kinds of encoders mainly
controls the amount of bits allocated to each frame by changing the strength
of the quantization. The quantization step divides the DCT coeﬃcients with
a ﬁxed Quantization Parameter (QP). The quotient is then rounded to the
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nearest integer level and multiplied with the QP parameter to form a quantized coeﬃcient. This gives rise to mainly two artifacts: blocking and ringing.
Blocking artifacts are also due to Motion Compensation (MC) where it is the
consequence of poor MC prediction and a combination of a relatively smooth
prediction and coarsely quantized prediction error. The blocking artifact is
seen as an unnatural discontinuity between pixel values of neighboring blocks.
The ringing artifact is seen as high frequency irregularities around edges in
the image. In brief; the blocking artifacts are generated due to the blocks
being processed independently, and the ringing artifacts due to the coarse
quantization of the high frequency components [1].
If the target bit-rate is ﬁxed the QP value chosen depends on the coding eﬃciency. A good coding eﬃciency results in lower QP value. The main causes
of decreased coding eﬃciency are the camera sensor generating noise and a
high complexity of the captured sequence content. The noise distortion from
the sensor can be of diﬀerent characteristics, aﬀecting the luminance or the
color components, and is usually increased in weaker light conditions. The
complexity of the captured sequence depends on the amount of high frequency
information, the ﬁne details, which is more diﬃcult to predict for the encoder
and thereby requires more bits to encode.

1.1

Pre-Processing Methods

By introducing a pre-processing algorithm before the encoder the amount of
camera disturbance and the complexity of the sequence can be decreased and
thereby the coding eﬃciency can increase. This can be performed, for example, by applying a low-pass ﬁlter on the input sequence. However, this will
result in smoothing of the whole frame and visually signiﬁcant information
such as object edges will be lost. The aim for the pre-ﬁlter suggested in this
paper is instead to preserve the visually signiﬁcant information, and to remove or attenuate insigniﬁcant information, which will result in an improved
perceived video quality.
Publications in the area of pre-ﬁltering is limited compared to issues regarding post-ﬁltering that addresses the problem in a processing following the
decoder. In [2] a combined pre-post ﬁlter is presented where the algorithm
preserves the edges and low-pass ﬁlters the non-edge region. To achieve the
right threshold in the post-ﬁltering step this is calculated on the encoder side
and sent together with the video data. This results in good video quality but
is not applicable for ME in the cellular networks today, since according to the
speciﬁcations it is not possible to send this kind of meta data with the video
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data. Another approach is to pose the pre-processing into the rate-distortion
framework. This is performed in [3] which is shown to give increased PSNR
and reduced compression artifacts. Unfortunately this solution becomes too
complex for a ME, also in many ME it is in most cases not possible to use the
rate-distortion framework since this involves iteration of the encoding process.
In [4] Region-Of-Interest (ROI) is used to improve the perceived quality. In
this pre-ﬁlter the background outside the ROI is ﬁltered with several Gaussian low-pass ﬁlters of diﬀerent variance. By using several ﬁlters with their
strengths based on the distance to the border of the ROI the impact of boarder
eﬀects is decreased. The ROI is in [4] the face of the person in the used sequence and is detected using search for skin color. In a ME this would work
but since there in many situations with diﬀerent ROI:s, not just faces, this is
not a complete solution.
To meet the requirement of a ME with low complexity and increased coding
eﬃciency we propose a new approach using the local variations in chrominance to determine the strength of low-pass ﬁltering of the luminance. By
doing this the complexity of the image is decreased since the amount of processed pixels is reduced. The coding eﬃciency will also increase since high
frequency components in textures with little variation in the chrominance will
be decreased as a result of the low-pass ﬁltering.

2

The Pre-Filter

The main idea in the proposed algorithm is to use the chrominance data to
decide the strength and amount of ﬁltering. This is achieved by estimating the
local variation in the chrominance. By deciding a threshold for the variation
in the range between the highest and lowest variation for the processed frame
it is possible to control the amount of data to be ﬁltered. In this range the
strength of the low-pass ﬁlter is increased with lower variation, in N steps.
The reason for using several ﬁlter strengths is to minimize self introduced
discontinuities between ﬁltered and non-ﬁltered areas. Since the frame can
contain areas where there are no chrominance, e.g. black and white text, the
algorithm must also consider the variation of the luminance. However, this
is only performed when the chrominance is close to zero, or 128 according
to YCbCr color space developed as part of ITU-R BT.601-5 [5]. In YCbCr,
the luminance (Y) is deﬁned to have a nominal range of 16 − 235 and the
chrominance components chrominance-blue (Cb) and chrominance-red (Cr)
are deﬁned to have a nominal range of 16 − 240 centered on level 128 corre-
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sponding to no color.

2.1

The Low-Pass Filters

The ﬁlter used for low-pass ﬁltering was introduced by Burt and Adelson
[6]. They used it for generating a Gaussian Pyramid ﬁlter bank where the
input image was ﬁltered and sub-sampled to a lower resolution. This ﬁlter
have some good qualities as: it is separable, which reduces the computational
requirement, it is of zero-phase to avoid phase induced distortion, and it does
not introduce any bias. The separable ﬁlter of size 5 × 5 is generated by the
one-dimensional (1-D) kernel:
⎧
a,
for n = 0
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎨
1
for n = ±1
(1)
h(n) =
4,
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎩ 1 a
for n = ±2
4 − 2,
where the constant a can be chosen from the range of 0.3 to 0.6 depending
on the decided strength. In Fig. 1 a QCIF video frame from the original Mobil sequence is shown. In Fig. 2 the result from applying the low-
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Figure 1: QCIF video frame from the original Mobil sequence.
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pass ﬁlter on one frame from the Mobil sequence is shown. The two ﬁlter
strengths used are a = 0.3 and a = 0.6, and the resulting frequency responses,
20 log(|H(ω1 /π, ω2 /π)|), are also shown in Fig. 2.
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Figure 2: In (a) the frequency plot of the low-pass ﬁlter in Eq. (1) with
a = 0.3 is shown, and in (b) the ﬁlter with a = 0.6. The results from applying
these ﬁlters on the Mobil frame are shown in (c) and (d).
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Adaptation

The adaptation is based on the amount of ﬁltering that is wanted, which is
a result of the requested bit-rate. If a lower bit-rate is requested a higher
QP-value is needed. This results in more undesired artifacts and to reduce
these the pre-ﬁlter increases the amount of low-pass ﬁltering to increase the
coding eﬃciency.
In Fig. 3 a block diagram of the adaptive pre-ﬁlter is shown. In the ﬁrst step,
(1) in Fig. 3, the chrominance data is low-pass ﬁltered. This is performed to
reduce camera distortion in the chrominance channels. The second step, (2),
is calculating new threshold values KC and KY based on P , where P is the
requested amount of ﬁltered pixel and KC and KY the estimated values of
maximum variance that will correspond to P . In the third step, (3), the closest
adjacent chrominance values are read and in step four, (4), DC is calculated
which is the maximum chrominance variation for pixel (m, n). There are
several ways to measure this, and here it is done by:
DC = max[(Cr(m, n) − Cr(m − iCr , n − jCr ))2
(Cb(m, n) − Cb(m − iCb , n − jCb ))2 ]

+
(2)

where iCr , jCr and iCb , jCb are the distances for variation calculation. In the
ﬁfth step, (5), DC is compared with the pre-calculated KC . If DC > KC no
ﬁltering will be performed, (9) in Fig. 3, since the area considered include
visually signiﬁcant information. On the other hand if DC < KC the Cb and
Cr are evaluated in step (6) in Fig. 3. The color detection threshold is
described by
MC = 128 ± m

(3)

where m decides the range where a pixel is regarded to include no color
information. If abs(Cb − 128) > m or abs(Cr − 128) > m some chrominance
is present and ﬁltering will be performed, (8) in Fig. 3. There are N strength
levels for the low-pass ﬁlter where the weakest starts at DC = KC . If abs(Cb−
128) < m or abs(Cr − 128) < m no chrominance is included and luminance
data for corresponding pixel needs to be evaluated, this is performed in step
seven, (7) in Fig. 3, by calculating the luminance variation DY .
DY = max[Y (m − iY , n − jY )]
min[Y (m − iY , n − jY )]

−
(4)
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Figure 3: A block diagram of the adaptive pre-ﬁlter.
where iY , jY and iY , jY are the distances for variation calculation. If the
variation DY < KY in the luminance data low-pass ﬁltering will be performed,
(8) in Fig. 3. There are N strength levels for the low-pass ﬁlter where the
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weakest starts at DY = KY . If DY > KY no ﬁltering will be performed, (9)
in Fig. 3.
When a new KC and KY is to be calculated in step two, the actual amount
of ﬁltering P is also calculated and based on this it is decided if KC and KY
shall be increased or decreased. However, to ensure that the frame will not be
totally smoothed there is a max value for KC and KY ; KCM AX and KYM AX .
In Fig. 4 a plot of the three color components, Y , Cb and Cr and also the
corresponding RGB plot are shown for the ﬁrst frame in the Mobil sequence.
A plot of the variation values, DC , calculated from the chrominance data,
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Figure 4: The three components Y , Cb and Cr, and the corresponding RGB
plot for the ﬁrst frame in the Mobil sequence.
step four (4) in Fig. 3, are shown in Fig. 5. It should be noted that the
text in black and white that can be seen in RGB plot in Fig. 4 is not visible
here. In Fig. 6 a plot of the results after both the chrominace variation
and an evaluation of the luminance data are shown, step seven (7) in Fig.
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Figure 5: The variation values, DC , calculated of the chrominance data for
the ﬁrst frame in the Mobil sequence.
3. The number of chrominance ﬁlter strength levels, N , has been chosen to
three which corresponds to level 1, 2, and 3 in the color-bar. Level 0, in the
color-bar, corresponds to no ﬁltering and level 4 to no ﬁltering based on the
luminance evaluation.
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Figure 6: The results after both the chrominance variation and an evaluation
of the luminance data for the ﬁrst frame in the Mobil sequence. The three
ﬁlter strength levels, N , corresponds to 1, 2, and 3 in the color-bar. Level 0
corresponds to no ﬁltering and level 4 to no ﬁltering based on the luminance
evaluation.
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Results

To evaluate the performance of the proposed pre-ﬁlter two sequences, Mobil
and Foreman, have been chosen and encoded with H.263 proﬁle 0 with ﬁxed
QP-values and compared with and without pre-ﬁltering applied. The QPvalues are chosen to meet the bit rate of approximately 40, 50, and 100 kbit/s
at 15 frames per second (fps) and of size 176 × 144 (QCIF). The size, bit-rates
and frame rate are chosen to correspond with the use in todays 2G and 3G
networks.
In Table 1 the results from the simulations are shown. The amount of preﬁltering is approximately 60% of the image. In a real video encoding applica-

Sequence

Foreman

Mobil

QP
10
16
19
19
27
31

Average Bit-Rate [kbit/s]
(Bit reduction [%])
No
Pre- Pre-ﬁltering
ﬁltering
90.3
77.3 (14.5%)
49.8
44.3 (10.9%)
41.0
37.1 (9.4%)
98.1
58.1 (20.8%)
52.1
34.0 (34.8%)
41.0
28.2 (31.2%)

Table 1: Results from simulation with and without pre-ﬁltering applied. Preﬁltering is applied on approximately 60% of the image.
tion there is a target bit-rate that is aimed at. If the pre-ﬁlter is applied it is
possible to decrease the QP-value, which leads to less quantization artifacts,
and still reach the predetermined bit-rate. Two examples are visualized: For
the Foreman sequence the non pre-ﬁltered sequence with QP-value 16 (49.76
kbit/s) can be nearly be decreased two step to 14 that gives an bit-rate of 51.6
kbit/s. For the Mobil sequence QP-value 19 (98.1 kbit/s) can be decreased
to QP-value 14 (93.6 kbit/s). In Fig. 7 a frame from the foreman example
is shown and in Fig. 8 the Mobil example is illustrated. In Fig. 7-8 it can
be seen that the perceptual quality have been increased in matter of blocking
and ringing artifact, it can also been seen in Fig. 8 that the text is better
preserved.
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Figure 7: The non pre-ﬁltered sequence with QP-value 16 (49.8 kbit/s) and
the pre-ﬁltered sequence with QP-value 14 (51.6 kbit/s).

Figure 8: The non pre-ﬁltered sequence with QP-value 19 (98.1 kbit/s) and
the pre-ﬁltered sequence with QP-value 14 (93.6 kbit/s).
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Conclusion

In this paper a method to increase the coding eﬃciency by applying an adaptive, selective pre-ﬁlter is presented. The ﬁlter is of low complexity and exploits chrominance data to determine which areas to low-pass ﬁlter. The
method is applied to two video sequences and the result shows that the perceived quality can be increased while keeping the bit-rate constant. The paper also analyzes the crucial color diﬀerence parameter Dc . To conclude, the
method presented is promising in getting higher perceived quality with limited extra eﬀorts, and further studies to validate this with perceptual quality
metrics should be carried out.

5

Future Work

In addition to performing rigorous measurements of the perceived quality,
future work should be made to add a feedback from the encoder that informs
the adaptive ﬁlter if the QP-value decreases. In this case K should also
decrease. This could happen in a situation where a static session is encoded.
The encoder will then increase the coding quality by time and the need for
pre-ﬁltering will decrease.
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Use of mobile equipment has increased exponentially over the last decade. As use becomes more
widespread so too does the demand for new functionalities.The limited memory and computational
power of many mobile devices has proven to be
a challenge resulting in many innovative solutions
and a number of new standards. Despite this, there
is often a requirement for additional enhancement
to improve quality.
The focus of this thesis work has been to perform
enhancement within two different areas; audio or
speech encoding and video encoding/decoding.
The audio enhancement section of this thesis
addresses the well known problem in the GSM
system with an interfering signal generated by the
switching nature of TDMA cellular telephony. Two
different solutions are given to suppress such interference internally in the mobile handset. The

ﬁrst method involves the use of subtractive noise
cancellation employing correlators, the second
uses a structure of IIR noth ﬁlters. Both solutions
use control algorithms based on the state of the
communication between the mobile handset and
the base station.

ON THE ENHANCEMENT OF AUDIO
AND VIDEO IN MOBILE EQUIPMENT

ABSTRACT

The video section of this thesis presents two
post-ﬁlters and one pre-ﬁlter. The two post-ﬁlters
are designed to improve visual quality of highly
compressed video streams from standard, blockbased video codecs by combating both blocking
and ringing artifacts. The second post-ﬁlter also
performs sharpening. The pre-ﬁlter is designed to
increase the coding efﬁciency of a standard block
based video codec. By introducing a pre-processing algorithm before the encoder, the amount
of camera disturbance and the complexity of the
sequence can be decreased, thereby increasing coding efﬁciency.
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